
Portfolio Manager
About Strategic Blue
Founded in 2010, we are a financial services organisation specialising exclusively
in cloud procurement, cost management and optimisation. We provide Cloud
Financial Operations, “FinOps”, services to both commercial and public sector
organizations, primarily in the UK and US, who buy the cloud services offered by
AWS, Google and Microsoft.

Our FinOps services allow cloud customers to buy in the way they want,
understand what they have bought and continually optimise cloud costs. Our
customers benefit from additional discounts not possible directly from cloud
vendors and can access free tools and services for which other vendors charge.

As financial experts in the cloud, we help organisations develop the sophistication
of their cloud procurement, governance and assurance processes. We
understand how to achieve the necessary integration between a customer’s
technical and financial teams.

Main purposes of the job:

The Portfolio Manager reports to the Head of Pricing and Portfolio Management
and works closely with the Head of Risk Management and the Senior Pricing
Manager. They will contribute to Strategic Blue’s sustainable growth by optimising
all portfolio management activities that underpin both new and existing
businesses. They will operate and develop existing in-house cloud portfolio
hedging strategies, leveraging existing technologies, while also focusing on
continuous improvement in portfolio profitability through research, design and
implementation of new strategies and technologies.

The Portfolio Manager role involves actively monitoring both customer and
portfolio contract and hedge positions so that both perspectives are factored into
hedging decisions. The Portfolio Manager will execute hedges according to both
standard and proprietary techniques to lock in and optimise portfolio gross
margin, paying due regard to approved policies, procedures and risk limits. The
role involves close collaboration with the Senior Pricing Manager to ensure
pricing and hedging decisions are made in a timely and consistent way across the
portfolio.
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Key tasks:
● Leading and managing the team responsible for all portfolio management

activities in the business.
● Daily monitoring of cloud portfolios to ensure they are hedged optimally,

carrying out additional hedging activity where opportunities and risks are
identified.

● Working closely with the pricing team to prepare hedging plans for new
customer deals and supporting these plans through relevant approval
processes, to execution.

● Ensuring current in-house technologies are used to their full potential in
portfolio management.

● Leading discussions and contributing to projects with developers to define
new technology to further develop, improve and automate portfolio
management capabilities as we scale.

● Researching and trialling new portfolio management approaches to deliver
enhanced margin and to support potential new customer product lines.

● Delivering regular and ad-hoc portfolio analysis to the Head of Pricing and
Portfolio Management and the wider leadership team.

● Streamlining, standardising and automating processes and tools to support
a fast-growing customer portfolio.

● Working closely with key internal stakeholders to understand anticipated
changes in customer cloud usage or in cloud vendor product offerings,
factoring both into portfolio hedging decisions.

Technical/Job Specific skills:
● Strong proficiency with spreadsheets including use of VBA for complex

data analyses, and ability to write code desirable, particularly in Python or
R.

● Good understanding of market, financial and risk management concepts
including trading, speculating, hedging, net present value, internal rate of
return, gross margin, cost of finance, price risk and volume risk.

● Good general knowledge of cloud computing.

Person specification:
● A degree in a highly quantitative discipline.
● Previous experience in a highly numerical role with a strong commercial

focus.
● Experience working in trading environments is highly desirable.
● Strong communicator with good interpersonal skills and an ability to

perform well working under pressure.
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● Ability to prioritise competing demands in a fast-paced entrepreneurial
environment.

● A willingness to question and challenge existing approaches, and to “roll
their sleeves up” to deliver improvements.

Reporting to:
Head of Pricing and Portfolio Management

Location:
We are currently operating a hybrid working model, this means the individual can
work a mix of from home and from our office based in Waterloo Station, London.

Benefits:
● Competitive salary
● Bonus schemes
● Flexible working
● Private medical insurance from day one
● Benefit scheme which provides cashback on dental, opticians, massages

and physiotherapy from day one
● Pension benefit scheme
● In the process of signing the Company up to the cycle to work scheme and

the electric vehicle salary sacrifice scheme
● Fun company events both virtual and in-person
● 25 days holiday + bank holidays
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